1. Make of a man and woman a circle;  
2. then a quadrangle;  
3. out of this a triangle;  
4. make again a circle, and you will have the Stone of the Wise.

**Truth, Love, Good, Right, Morality, Natural Law, Higher Self, Higher Will**

**The Philosopher’s Stone**

**Alchemical Ascension**

- **Self** works through Matter towards **Unity Enlightenment** with Truth & Morality of the Higher Will.
- **1)** Self Area->Behavior Boundary  
- **2)** World Area->Law Boundary  
- **3)** Trinity Unity Area  
- **4)** Spirit Area

1. **Self, Consciousness, Care, Will**  
   - Harmony within Consciousness Expressions (Inner Reality)
   - Harmony of Perceptions with Reality that "is" (Outer Reality)
3. **Unity Enlightenment (Actualize True Self)**  
   - Harmony with Aspects of Higher Self, Higher Will, Natural Law  
   - Do Right, Admit Wrong, Correct Errors, Heal, Grow, Evolve

**Unities**

- Unity Consciousness (Thought, Emotion, Action - inner-outer)  
- Unity Reality (Align Perceptions with Reality - inner-outer)  
- Alchemy, Apophasis, Separate False from True  
- Unity Opposites (Sun/Moon, Mind/Heart, Logic/Intuition)  
- Unity Higher Self, (Unity with Natural Moral Law)  
- Realize, Actualize, Individuate True Self

**Trinities**

- Masculine, Feminine, Enlighten  
- Mind, Spirit, Body  
- Thought-Father, Emotion-Mother, Action-Son  
- Knowledge, Understanding, Wisdom  
- Salt-Body, Mercury-Spirit, Sulfur-Consciousness  
- Initiation, True Care, Actualize Self

4. **Truth & Morality Higher Essence, Natural Law Higher Will of “Spirit”**  
   - The Perfect Ideal - The “Ought” We Discover and Aspire To